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Osrs lovakengj favor guide

Lovakengj (pronunciation: /ˈlo a.və.ˈkeɪn/ loh-vuh-KAYN or sometimes /1los.və.ˈkend a/ loh-vuh-KENJ, with variable pressure) is one of the five cities in the Kingdom of The Great Kourend, located in a volcanic area exclusively inhabited by dwarves. Led by Lady Vulcana Lovakengj of Lovakengj House, the city is
responsible for providing military equipment to Shayzien troops, focusing on Mining and Smithing as handicrafts. Lovakengj's main export is ore found by blasting rocks with dynamite in the Blast Mine, in addition to shayzien supply armour, which is made of lovakite, a unique metal found only inside Lovakengj that is said
to be useful in encounters with lizard shamans. Transportation[edit | edit source] Xeric Xeric's Talisman Xeric's Inferno teleport (by furnace lovakite south of the mine explosion) Fairy Ring CIS and run West (requires a one-time payment of 80,000 coins to be available) Wintertodt Teleport Necklace Games, run South
West Fairy Ring DJR and run north Get favors[edit | source edit] Safespot for sulphur clouds (Must have spiders attacking you otherwise this won't work!) Getting help with Lovakengj requires you to help resource collection for explosion mining and armor creation. Mining explosions will allow players to get ores at an
accelerated rate, but only if they choose to invest their time with Lovakengj. To advance in the Architectural Alliance miniquest, players must get 100% favor Lovakengj and talk to Lovada, who was found in the building just outside the blast mine. Dynamite making dynamite is used in Lovakengj mining operations. It is
made from volcanic sulfur, juniper charcoal, saltpetre and pots, then uses dynamite pots produced with wool balls. Adding wool to dynamite gave 0.1% relief. To get the 20% help needed for searching for Forsaken Tower, you need to make 153 dynamite. Or, for a simpler method, players can choose to mine 606 Volcanic
sulfur. Achieving 30% favors will require 226 dynamite, 301 to 40% favors to be able to complete the elite scrolling hint step, and 564 to 75% delicious. This can then be raised to 100% by giving the five rolls minecart control. In addition, you can complete The Forsaken Tower (requires completion of Client Kourend and
20% favor Lovakengj) for the help of the other 10%, lowering the amount of dynamite required to reach 100% to 498. Alternatively, one can mine 3031 sulfur to get from 0% to 100% favors. Note: All calculations take into account a small amount of favors obtained for mining volcanic sulfur. Obtaining Volcanic Sulfur
Volcanic Sulfur Level 42 mining, found in a sulphur mine in the northwestern part of Lovakengj. A gas mask, face mask, or slaughter helmet/(i) is required when mining here! If the player is not wearing any of the items, then they are notified choke on smoke if you try to mine without protection. Each volcanic sulfur mined
gives an average of 0.033% favor. Be sure to bring food when mining large amounts of volcanic sulfur, as sulfur clouds will still do rapid damage when nearby, even through gas masks or face masks. Wine jugs are a very inexpensive healing method of the damage taken. Note: If you choose to just mine volcanic sulfur to
get your Lovakengj favor, you'll want to burn it if it's banked (Don't waste your time banking it, just use the safespot and shift/drop). Volcanic sulfur is not a well-known item, so they can only be dropped manually. Obtaining juniper charcoal Juniper Juniper is made by adding a juniper log (located in the saltpetre mine, and
requiring 42 Woodcutting to cut) to one of the charcoal burners on the beach next to the bank (max 60 per furnace) then turning it on and paying Smoggy 600 coins (per furnace) to oversee the process for you. This takes about 16-17 hours, and when completed players will receive 50 charcoal per log that they put in the
furnace, producing 3,000 juniper charcoal per furnace. Acquiring Saltpetre Saltpetre can be purchased on Grand Exchange relatively cheaply. Otherwise, it is found in the southern area of the bank Hosidius, and will lay eggs in one of the five possible locations within the area, and move after the deposit runs out. Shovels
are needed to collect saltpetre. A helpful tip is that Konoo, a saltpetre digger, will be located wherever the latest saltpetre deposit is located. It is also a possible gift from Wintertodt and the Chambers of Xeric. Obtaining other components of empty pots can be purchased in large quantities at Toothy's Pickaxes, a shop
next to the bank's chest near the sulphur mine. Wool balls can be purchased at Little Munty's Little Shop, southeast of the bank. Alternatively, both of these components can be purchased from Grand Exchange. The Forsaken Tower Once players reach 20% favor, they can start the search for Forsaken Tower. This
search requires the completion of The Kourend Client, and the completion of the search will give Lovakengj a favorite certificate worth 10% favor. Make shayzien supply armor Once players have 30% assistance, they will receive permission to mine at the lovakite mine, where ore lovakite can be found. These toes along
with 2 coals for each ore, then sprinkled in the furnace furnace lovakite, a special furnace south of the Explosion Mine (or the use of spell Superheat Item), make a lovakite bar for shayzien smith supply armour. Players need a level of 65 (increased employment) at The Mines to mine lovakite, and level 45 Smithing to
smear ore. Shayzien supply armor packed into crates give 0.5% more favors. Players can smith various levels of armor supply depending on their Smithing level, and hand over pieces of armor to various armor found throughout Lovakengj. Mining and Smithing Smithing will also be given as a gift. However, by smithing a
set of protective supplies, consisting of helmets, platebody, greaves, gloves, and boots, players will get a greater amount of help by packing them into Shayzien supply crates, found in drawers in armor houses. It takes 11 bars to make a full set of armor. Player level can be smith depending on their Smithing level and the
number of favorite players have: At 30%, players can supply Smith tier 1 armor for armor (level 1). Handing over tier 1 supply crates yields 1.5% favours per crate handed over, instead of 1% for all individual parts. The complete set requires 53 Smithing. At 40%, players can smith tier 2 armor supply for armor (tier 2).
Handing over tier 2 supply crates generates 3% favours per crate handed over, instead of 2.5% for all individual parts. The complete set requires 63 Smithing. At 50%, players can smith tier 3 armor supply for armor (tier 3). Handing over tier 3 supply crates yields 4.5% favours per crate handed over, instead of 4% for all
individual parts. The complete set requires 73 Smithing. At 60%, players can smith tier 4 armor supply for armor (tier 4). Handing over tier 4 supply crates yields 6% favours per crate handed over, instead of 5.5% for all individual parts. The complete set requires 83 Smithing. At 70%, players can smith tier 5 armor supply
for armor (tier 5). Handing over tier 5 supply crates yields 7.5% favors per crate handed over, instead of 7% for all individual parts. The complete set requires 93 Smithing. Give the roll of minecart control Once the player reaches 65% favor, they can talk to Miriam in the south bank of south Lovakengj to open the
Lovakengj Minecart Network. Players must send five minecart control reels to five different locations throughout the Great Kourend. Each submitted scroll provides 5% player assistance, with a maximum of 25% available. Benefits of Lovakengj[edit | edit source] Features[edit | edit source] Sulphur mine[edit | edit source]
Main article: Sulfur mine Sulfur Mine located in the northwestern part of Lovakengj. Volcanic sulphur deposits are found here. Respiratory filters such as gas masks or face masks should be equipped to reduce damage taken from toxic gases in mines. Lovakite Mine[edit | source edit] Main article: Lovakite Mine Lovakite
mine is located to the south of the sulfur mine and requires at least 30% favors for me to enter This is the only place where ore lovakite can be obtained. A bank can be found inside the mine, making it a good place to mine coal. Lovakengj Mine[edit | edit source] Main article: Lovakengj Mine Lovakengj Mine is found in
the northwest of the south bank. Four iron stones, six coals, and one mithril stone can be found here. Blast mine[edit | edit source] Mine explosion is a large mine that can only be used after the player has 100% assistance. It is run by the operator who cleans the cleaning Blow up the ore, return the ore based on the
player's Mining level. Shops [edit | edit source] Personality[edit | edit source] Trivia[edit | edit source] Lovakengj named by Mod Reach whack the keyboard and make a name that can be pronounced, then after that add the letter J because Why not? [1] Burning Man is an annual event held in the Nevada desert.
Reference[edit | edit source] ↑ Dan. The origin of the name Lovakengj. January 29, 2020.* Xeric Amulet (Xeric's Inferno) The Lovakengj House (pronounced Lova-Kane) in Great Kourend is in a volcanic area exclusively inhabited by dwarves. They were responsible for providing military equipment to Shayzien House



troops, who focused on Mining and Smithing as handicrafts. The main export of Lovakengj House is ore found by blasting stones with dynamite in the Blast Mine, in addition to shayzien supply shields, which are made of lovakite, a unique metal found only inside the Lovakengj House that is said to be useful in encounters
with lizard shamans. Get a home help alert: If you already have 100% favors in another House, make sure you have spoken to your respective Home Architect to lock in the help. Getting favors in another House before talking to them will make you lose favors in that house! The architect of Lovakengj House, Lovada, is
located in the building just outside the blast mine. Getting help with Lovakengj requires you to help resource collection for explosion mining and armor creation. Mining explosions will allow players to get ores at an accelerated rate, but only if they choose to invest their time with Lovakengj House. Dynamite dynamite
manufacturing is used in the mining operation of Lovakengj House. It is made from volcanic sulfur, juniper charcoal, saltpetre and pots, then uses dynamite pots produced with wool balls. Adding wool to dynamite gave 0.1% relief. The volcanic sulphur, which requires level 42 mining to mine, was found in a sulphur mine in
the northwestern part of Lovakengj House. A gas mask, face mask, or slaughter helmet/(i) is required when mining here! If the player is not wearing any of the items, then they are told you will choke on the smoke if you try to mine without protection. Each volcanic sulfur mined gives an average of 0.026% favor. Be sure
to bring food when mining large amounts of volcanic sulfur, as sulfur clouds will still do rapid damage when nearby, even through gas masks or face masks. Note: If you choose to just mine volcanic sulfur to get your Lovakengj home a favor, you'll want to burn it if it's banked. Volcanic sulfur is not an item so they can only
be dropped manually. Juniper charcoal is made by adding juniper logs (located near the saltpetre mine, and requires 42 Woodcutting to cut) to one of the charcoal burners on the beach next to the bank (max 60 per furnace) then later and smoggy pay 600 coins (per furnace) to supervise the process for you. This takes
about 16-17 hours, and when completed players will receive 50 charcoal per log that they put in the furnace, producing 3,000 juniper charcoal per furnace. Saltpetre can be found in the bank's southern area of Hosidius House, and will lay eggs in one of five possible locations within the area, and move after the deposit
runs out. Shovels are needed to collect saltpetre. A helpful tip is that Konoo, a saltpetre digger, will be located wherever the latest saltpetre deposit is located. It can also be purchased on the Grand Exchange relatively cheaply. This is also a possible gift from Wintertodt. Empty pots can be purchased in large quantities at
Toothy's Pickaxes, a shop next to the bank's chest near the sulphur mine. In total, a player needs to make about 239 dynamite to achieve 30% favors, taking into account the small amount of favors obtained for mining volcanic sulfur. To reach 40% for elite hint rolls, it takes about 318 dynamite. To get 75% favors at
home, raised to 100% by giving the fifth roll of minecart control, will take about 567 dynamite including relief from sulfur mining. Alternatively, one can mine 3847 sulfur to get from 0% to 100% favor. Make shayzien supply armor Once players have 30% assistance, they will receive permission to mine at the lovakite mine,
where ore lovakite can be found. These toes along with 2 coals for each ore, then sprinkled in a special furnace south of Blast Mine (or the use of superheat spell items) into the lovakite bar for Shayzien smith supply armour. Players need a level of 65 at The Mines to mine lovakite, and level 45 Smithing to smear ore.
Shayzien's supply of armor packed into crates gave 0.5% more favors. Players can smith various levels of supply armor depending on their Smithing level, and hand over pieces of armor to various shields found throughout Lovakengj House. Mining and Smithing experience will also be given as a gift. However, by
smithing a set of protective supplies, consisting of helmets, platebody, greaves, gloves, and boots, players will get a greater amount of help by packing them into Shayzien supply crates, found in drawers in armor houses. It takes 11 bars to make a full set of armor. Player level can be smith depending on their Smithing
level and the number of favorite players have: Give the roll of minecart control Once the player reaches 65% favor, they can talk to Miriam south of Lovakengj bank south to unlock the Minecart Lovakengj Network. Players sent five minecart control reels to five different locations throughout great Kourend. Each submitted
scroll provides 5% player assistance, with a maximum of 25% available. Benefits of the house Features sulphur mines Main article: Sulphur Mine Sulphur Mine is located in northwest of Lovakengj's house. Volcanic sulphur deposits are found here. Respiratory filters such as gas masks or face masks should be equipped
to reduce damage taken from toxic gases in mines. Main article Lovakite mine: Lovakite Mine Lovakite mine is located in the south of the sulfur mine and needs at least 30% help for me to enter This is the only place where ore lovakite can be obtained. A bank can be found inside the mine, making it a good place to mine
coal. Main article Lovakengj mine: Lovakengj Mine Lovakengj Mine is a small mine found in the northwest of the southern edge. Four iron stones, six coals, and one mithril stone can be found here. Mine explosion Mine explosion is a large mine that can only be used after the player has 100% favors. It is run by the
operator who cleans the blown player ore, returns the ore based on the player's Mining level. Store Personality
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